
Connie Tomasetti Mask (based on “Deaconness Model” with pocket 
for a filter) 

Materials 

1. Fabric 9 “ x 14 “ piece 
2. Two 6.5 inch pieces of elastic (1/4 inch or ½ inch) or Old T-shirts 

for the ties 
3. Pipe cleaner or jewelry making wire, floral wire, for the nose 

bridge. If you don’t have these, don’t worry. 

Instructions: 

1. Fabric should be 100% cotton. Wash in hot water and dry to pre-
shrink. 

2. Lay the fabric, right side down and fold the short end into a ¼ inch 
fold.  Fold again. 

3. If you can, iron that fold (makes it easier to sew). 

 
4. Do the same for the other side. 
5. Sew each of the sides down. It will look like this: 



 
 

6. Place fabric, right side up on your flat surface 

Fold the short side (9”) half way up, then fold the other short side so 
that it overlaps. Pin in the center. 

 
7. If you are using elastic straps, tuck the end of each one into the 

corner and pin: 



 
 

7a. If you are using t-shirt for ties. 

Stretch a large t-shirt (LARGE) and cut a 2-inch strip horizontally across 
the T-shirt.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You will now have a “ring” 

Clip the ring into 2 equal strips, stretch them out (they should curl), 
then clip them in half again. You now have 4 strips. 
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8a. ELASTIC method: 

Sew the side seams so that the elastic is held down on either side.  
The middle is still open (that is where a filter can be inserted). 

 
Then, turn the mask outside in so that the right side is showing 
again. 
It will look like this: 
 
 

 
 

8b. The T-SHIRT method. 



 You will have 4 t-shirt strings per mask. Pin each string to each 
corner of the mask and sew the sides of the mask. 

 

Pin the T-thirt strings to each of the four corners of the inside-out mask. 

Then  sew the side seams 

  
 

Turn the mask right side out and your mask should look like this: 

 



 
 

9.MAKE THE NOSE WIRE holder 

Measure out 4 inches width by ¼ inch from the “top” of the mask. (The 
filter pocket should be facing toward the top).  

Sew along that 4-inch line. This will be in internal pocket that a pipe 
cleaner or wire can be placed in. (You are just sewing a line. The wire 
will be slipped in at the end.) 

  
 

10. MAKE THE PLEATS 

 

1. Fold one-inch section  from the bottom and pin, then make 
another fold and pin 



 

 
 

11. Sew seams along the side ends (where the elastic or ties are), 
reinforcing the stitch 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sew a seam on either side 



12. Open up the mask, with filter side up and sew a little seam to 
tighten the chin a bit 
 


